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Technical Data Sheet

FLEX GLOSS
HIGH GLOSS STRETCH COATING
Description: Monster Makers new flexible top coat that works great over slush cast latex Halloween
Masks, Foam Latex Props, and urethane castings. Produces a flexible, non-yellowing high gloss coating.
Can be colored with our Latex Pigments and any water based pigments. Thins with water for increased
glossiness.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Produces a flexible, non-yellowing high gloss coating. Can be colored with our Latex Pigments and any
water based pigments. Thins with water for increased glossiness.

MATERIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Mask Paint is a highly pigmented elastomer designed for maximum coverage and adhesion on latex
masks and props. The individual paint colors may be intermixed to create a full range of custom colors.
Some separation may occur during shipping or shelf time, so always shake well prior to use. Mask Paint
can be applied several ways by hand, such as with a brush or stippling layers with a sponge. The most
effective way to apply the paint is with an airbrush. It is highly recommended to use an “external mix”
airbrush such as the Paasche H or Badger 350 for paint application. These airbrushes mix the air and
paint at the tip, outside the body of the brush, making for easier cleaning and maintenance. This is
advantageous because the Mask Paint is a rather thick medium, making it difficult to maintain consistent
flow in an internal mix brush. It is suggested to spray the paint at 60-80 psi for base-coating and 40-60
psi for detailing. Mask Paint can thicken over time, so it may be necessary to thin it down some. Water
can be used as a thinning agent, but be cautious not to use too much water as it may become water and
possibly lose its elastic and adhesive properties. A few drops per ounce should be sufficient, and the
paint may occasionally settle and need straining. To clean the paint from the brush, simply spray clean
water through it, or simply pull dried paint out of spray cups. This is particularly important between color
changes. Please Note: The Mask Paint dries rather quickly and between ½ and a full shade darker than
it appears in the bottle. Although the paint is relatively non-toxic, always wear a dust mask or respirator
with this or any airbrushed medium.
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE

The safety data sheet (SDS) for this or any Monster Makers product should be read before using and is
available on request. All Monster Makers products are safe to use if directions are read and followed
carefully. Keep Out of Reach of Children.

For more information, please visit www.monstermakers.com
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